


IIPP--gguuaarrdd::  CCoommppuutteerr  SSeeccuurriittyy  SSooffttwwaarree  

IP-guard is powerful and easy-to use computer security software for corporations. It can help 

corporations 

 Comprehensively protect information security  

 Effectively adjust staff’s working behavior 

 Centrally and easily manage IT assets and maintain your system 

 

With IP-guard, everything is in your control. It is your excellent helper in computer and internal 

threat management.  

 

 

Composed of 14 modules, IP-guard completely meets various management needs. 14 

modules can be optionally selected and repacked according to different management 

requirements. 



Protect Information Security 

IP-guard provides you with matchless secure experience. 

Secure means everything is transparent and be controlled. IP-guard 

empowers you the powerful ability to control everything so as to 

enhance your information security. IP-guard can 

 cover and control all aspects (e.g., document operation, email, instant messaging, device usage) which 

might have information leakage likelihood to reduce the risks of information leakage by authorizing 

specific operation.  

 provide encryption and backup features to safeguard your information security. 

 record every operation in detail to facilitate your operation. 

Regulate Work Behavior 

IP-guard helps you improve work efficiency 

High efficiency comes from effective and strong management. IP-guard enables you to carry out 

flexible and efficient control and management so as to standardize your staff ’s work behavior and 

improve work efficiency. IP-guard can 

 block employees from speculating in the stock market, playing PC online 

games, accessing illegal websites, etc. With IP-guard, you can allow and 

limit your employees’ specific operation in specific time range. 

 control the bandwidth usage. Block Peer-to Peer (P2P) applications, and 

block illegal and unwanted ports to stop bandwidth hogging. Therefore, 

bandwidth can be reasonably allocated and network security can be 

enhanced.  

 provide detailed operation log and visual figure of statistic analysis report 

to help you quickly and easily master the use status of IT resource and 

your staff’s working status.  

Management and Maintain IT System 

IP-guard assists you with centralized asset management and system maintenance to reduce IT 

management cost. 

Nowadays, the key point of system management is how to ensure the high usability and long 

stability of IT system with lowest cost so as to sustain the smooth development of key business. 

IP-guard can 

 manage all assets comprehensively and master the information of all IT          

assets and asset changes within the whole network. 

 support software deployment and patch management. 

 support remote maintenance and remote control to help you quickly find     

out and fix the problem.  
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